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Abstract
Location services are used in mobile ad hoc and hybrid networks either to locate the
geographic position of a given node in the network or for locating a data item (content).
One of the main usages of position location services is in location based routing algorithms. In particular, geographic routing protocols can route messages more efficiently to
their destinations based on the destination node’s geographical position, which is provided
by a location service. A content location service provides to the requesting node either
the requested data itself or the identifier of the node that stores this data. Sometimes the
position of the node that stores the data is also provided. Such data location services are
useful for implementing content-sharing applications, cooperative caching, and publish
subscribe systems. In this paper we present a taxonomy of location services and survey
known techniques for constructing such a service in wireless ad hoc and hybrid networks.

1 Introduction
Mobile wireless ad hoc networks consist of wireless hosts that communicate with each
other in the absence of a fixed infrastructure. Some examples of the possible uses of ad
hoc networking include soldiers on the battlefield, emergency disaster relief personnel,
and networks of laptops. Hybrid wireless networks are networks that are formed by a
collection of wireless access points and mobile wireless enabled computing devices. The
mobile devices can communicate to each other either through the access points closest to
them, as well as on a peer-to-peer basis by forming wireless ad hoc networks.
Two main usages of location services in mobile ad hoc networks are to provide information regarding a geographic location of the nodes in the network and for locating a
content. Although used for different purposes, both types of location services have a significant amount of similarity in terms of implementation and are therefore studied together
in this work.
Yet, despite their similarity, there are a number of differences between position and
content location services:
∗
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Use of geographical knowledge: Position location services usually utilize the geographical position of nodes (inherently available to it) in order to implement the service
itself, while data location services may not necessarily possess such an information.
Sensitivity to mobility: In position location services, the service has to be responsive to
nodes’ mobility. When a node moves, its position changes and the service must be
updated according to the mobility pattern. On the other hand, data location services
do not necessarily depend on nodes’ mobility, but rather on nodes’ arrivals and departures, as well as on new data advertisements and disposals (due to limited memory
consumption the application may dispose some of the data it possess, and in such
cases the service has to be updated as well).
A need for additional routing: Position location services usually only provide the position of the requested node, while in order to communicate with this node geographical routing should be employed. On the other hand, data location services may not
only provide the location of the data, but actually the data itself (indeed, if only the
location of the data is provided by the service, than additional routing should be
employed to fetch the content).
Context of the study: Content location services have been primary studied in the context
of sensor networks and service/resource discovery, while position location services
have been primary studied in the context of geographic routing. Additionally, there
is a significant amount of similarity, in terms of problem space and design criteria,
between content location services and publish subscribe systems
This paper starts by presenting the taxonomy of location services. The paper than
continues by presenting a collection of recent techniques and algorithms for constructing
position and content location services, in both wireless ad hoc, hybrid and wired networks
according to the aforementioned taxonomy.
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2 Position Location Services
2.1 The taxonomy of location services
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Figure 1: The taxonomy of location services
A taxonomy of position location services has been described in [17] and is depicted in
Figure 1. Additional survey on location services is available at [53], while [23, 40] provide
surveys on position based routing.

2.2 Flooding-based Location Services
At the top level of the taxonomy, location services can be divided into flooding-based and
quorum-based approaches.1 Flooding-based protocols can be further divided into proactive and reactive approaches. In the proactive flooding-based approach, each (destination)
node periodically floods its location to other nodes in the network, each of which maintains a location table recording the most recent locations of other nodes. The interval and
range of such flooding can be optimized according to the nodes’ mobility and the distance
effect. For example, flooding should be more frequent for nodes with higher mobility, and
flooding to faraway nodes can be less frequent than to nearby nodes.
Camp, Boleng and Wilcox [13] have developed and evaluated the performance of
three location services: the Simple Location Service (SLS), the DREAM Location Service (DLS) and the Reactive Location Service (RLS). DLS and SLS are two examples of
proactive flooding-based location services. In SLS, nodes periodically transmit tables containing the location information of a few nodes in the system to their neighbors, while in
DLS a node transmits its own location information to nearby nodes at a particular rate and
to faraway nodes at another lower rate. A node updates its location table if it either receives
a location information packet or if it overhears it.
Friedman and Korland suggested an efficient geographic location service, which is
based on dividing the network area into a virtual grid as part of the TIGR routing and
scheduling framework [21]. The idea is that each node only maintains the direction in the
virtual grid towards each other node (North, South, East, West). This way, full flooding is
only required once when a node enters the system. After that, only the (at most) two rows
and/or (at most) two columns that are affected by a node’s mobility need to be notified, and
1
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only when a node changes a virtual grid cell. In particular, minor mobility does not require
any notifications.
In reactive (on-demand) flooding-based approaches (e.g. LAR [32], GRID [38] and
RLS [13]), if a node cannot find a recent location of a destination to which it is trying to
send data packets, it floods a scoped query in the network in search of the destination.

2.3 Quorum-Based Location Services
In quorum-based protocols, all nodes (potential senders or receivers) in the network agree,
implicitly or explicitly, upon a mapping that associates each node’s unique identifier to one
or more other nodes in the network. The mapped-to nodes are the location servers for that
node. They will be the nodes where periodical location updates will be stored and location
queries will be routed to and looked up at. As long as the lookup reaches one of the servers
that was updated about the location corresponding to a given identifier, the correct location
will be found. In other words, the quorum of location servers updated on each location
change needs to intersect the quorum of location servers consulted with in a lookup.
Often, when the update and lookup quorum sets are the same, quorum-based protocols
are also called rendezvous-based protocols. This is because the location servers in these
quorum sets serve as rendezvous points for updates and lookups.
The mapping of nodes to quorums can be done in either a static or random way, while
utilizing nodes identifiers or geographical information and by applying different hashing
methods. Both implicit or explicit quorum-based protocols can be further divided into
hierarchical or flat, depending on whether a hierarchy of recursively defined subareas are
used in order to implement the quorum system.

2.3.1 Explicit Quorum-based Location Services
In the explicit quorum-based approach, each location update of a node is sent to an explicit
defined subset (update quorum) of available nodes, and a location query for that node is
sent to a potentially different subset (query quorum). The two subsets are designed such
that their intersection is non-empty, and thus the query will be satisfied by some node in
the update quorum.

Flat Quorum-based Location Services Flat quorum-based location services base
their operation on the notion of quorums. However, in these approaches, all quorum
servers are symmetric in their roles. In particular, there is no hierarchical structure in such
quorums. Several methods on how to generate flat quorum systems have been discussed
in [25, 26, 31, 10].
In the works by Haas and Liang [25, 26], node location information is maintained
in location databases that form a virtual backbone. The algorithm for the initiation and
management of the virtual backbone is mentioned in [37]. When a node moves, it updates
its location with one subset containing the nearest backbone node. Each source node then
queries the subset containing its nearest backbone for the location of the destination, and
uses that location to route the message. In [26] the choice of quorum system is static and
done a-priori, while ensuring uniformity in the sense that all nodes will be members of the
same number of quorum groups. On the other hand, in [25] the selection of quorums is
done at random during runtime each time a quorum group is needed.
The work reported in [31] focuses on the problem of efficiently utilizing quorum systems in a highly dynamic environment. The nodes are partitioned into fixed quorums, and
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every operation updates a randomly selected group, thus balancing the load.
In [35], a comparison is made of the strict quorum strategies presented in [31] and an
approach using probabilistic quorums. Simulation results show that a better recency rate is
obtained if probabilistic quorum based algorithms are used.
In [10], probabilistic quorums are used. The nodes of each quorum are selected randomly, either by picking nodes from the membership list maintained by an underlying
routing algorithm or by using random walks on the network to select a random subset of
nodes. No means are provided though, to determine the desired size of the random quorum
and no theoretical evaluation of the quorum selection algorithms is supplied.

Flat Geographical Quorum-based Location Services In the algorithms discussed
below, geographical information is utilized in order to format explicit quorum systems. For
example, in the so-called column-row quorum-based protocol [52], the position of each
node is periodically propagated in the north-south direction, while any location queries are
propagated
in the east-west direction. Effectively, each node’s location is disseminated to
√
O( N ) location servers.

Figure 2: Octopus (figure taken from [41])
In order to achieve a better tradeoff between service accuracy and its load, Octopus [41]
enhances the scheme introduced in [52] by applying a new location update technique called
synchronized aggregation. Octopus divides the network area into horizontal and vertical
strips, and stores the location of each node at all the nodes residing in its horizontal and
vertical strips. Each location update packet aggregates the locations of several nodes and
updates many location servers. Additionally, aggregated updates are synchronized in the
sense that only one node initiates the propagation of an aggregate update from a given
region, and hence no duplicate updates are sent. Figure 2 depicts node S’s neighbors and
strips. Nodes A,B,C, and D are the end nodes in the highlighted strips.
In GeoQuorums [19], geometric coordinates determine the location of home servers.
These focal point coordinates define geographic areas that must be inhibited by at least one
server at any time. Sets of focal points are organized in intersecting quorums. The quorums
are further used to implement atomic memory abstraction in mobile ad hoc networks. The
algorithm to dynamically reconfigure the set of available quorums is presented as well.
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Hierarchical Geographical Quorum-based Location Services Two examples of
explicit geographical quorum-based location services, which deploy a hierarchical structure of the quorum nodes, are multi-zone routing [7] and LLS [6].
The position based multi-zone routing method of Amouris et al. [7] stores location
information about each node in geometrically increasing discs, each disc referencing the
smaller disc that contains the node. When a node moves a distance 2i , it broadcasts an
update about the change to an area of radius 2i+1 . Within a 2i zone, location update is
flooded to all nodes. The lookup process tracks the location information in a hierarchical
manner; while getting closer to a destination, the information about the position of the
destination becomes more precise.
The Locality aware Location Service (LLS) [6] uses hierarchical spiral structure to
guarantee the locality aware properties of the lookup/publish algorithms. Namely: a location service has a locality aware lookup algorithm if the cost of locating destination t from
source s is proportional to the cost of the minimal cost path between s and t. A location
service has a locality aware publish algorithm if the cost of updating the location service
due to the move of a node from x to y is proportional to the distance between x and y.

Figure 3: LLS (figure taken from [6])
Figure 3 depicts the basic structure of LLS. For each destination node t, LLS defines virtual hierarchical cover of the M × M plane consisting of exponentially decreasing
squares, whose origin depends on the node’s id. In the basic Spiral algorithm, the location
of node t is published on a spiral that spans increasingly large squares in the hierarchy.
Likewise, searches for t are performed in increasing spirals on the same virtual hierarchy.
The lookup and publishing paths are guaranteed to cross at the first hierarchy level in which
the squares containing the source and the destination intersect (this structure bears resemblance to the hierarchical grid of GLS [36]. However, GLS uses hashing in addition to the
geographic hierarchy).
The mobility is addressed in LLS with techniques borrowed from GHT [44], by using
virtual coordinates within the squares for storing information on t rather than search for
certain pre-designated nodes. The basic algorithm is further augmented to guarantee the
worst case locality aware properties in face of mobility and nodes failures.
LLS achieves worst case lookup cost of O(d2 ) and an average case linear cost of O(d),
with d being the minimal path length between source and destination. Additionally, when
a node moves distance d, the average cost of publishing its new location is O(d log d).
The inherent locality of LLS makes it fault tolerant both to nodes failures and to network
partitions.
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2.3.2 Implicit (Hashing-based) Quorum-based Location Services
In the implicit quorum-based protocols, location servers are chosen via a hashing function,
either in the node identifier space or in the location space. Notice that the implicit quorumbased protocols are sometimes called rendezvous hashing-based protocols in the papers
describing them.

Flat Hashing-based Location Services In the flat hashing-based protocols (for example, [22, 51, 56] and Terminodes [29]), a well-known hash function is used to map each
node’s identifier to a home region consisting of one or more nodes within a fixed location
in the network area. All nodes in the home region maintain the location information for the
node and can reply to queries for that node; they serve as its location servers. Typically, the
number of location servers in the home region is independent of the total number of nodes
in the network, and thus effectively each node’s location is disseminated to O(1) location
servers.
In SLALoM [16], the area is divided into unit regions and each node is assigned multiple uniformly distributed home regions. Nodes in the home regions serve as location
servers of the node. Home regions near a node are aware of the node’s exact location (that
is, the unit region it occupies), while home regions that are far from the node only know a
larger region that contains the node.

Hierarchical Hashing-based Location Services In the hierarchical hashing-based
protocols, the area in which nodes reside is recursively divided into a hierarchy of smaller
and smaller grids (see Figure 4 for GLS’s hierarchy). For each node, one or more nodes in
each grid at each level of the hierarchy are chosen as its location servers. Location updates
and queries traverse up and down the hierarchy. A major benefit of maintaining a hierarchy
is that when the source and destination nodes are nearby, the query traversal is limited to
the lower levels of the hierarchy.
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Figure 4: GLS (figure taken from [36])
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A hierarchical grid structure is very efficient in distributing the load evenly across the
network and in achieving efficiency and scalability of the location service. Since the height
of the hierarchy is usually O(log(N )), effectively each node’s location is disseminated to
O(log(N )) location servers.
The examples of hierarchical hashing-based protocols are Grid Location Service (GLS) [36],
Distributed Location Management (DLM) [57], and Geographical Region Summary Service (GRSS) [28]. DLM is similar to GLS except that in DLM location servers for a node
are selected by applying a hash function to the node’s ID whereas in GLS the location
server of a node is the node with the closest ID at the same level of the hierarchy. GRSS
uses summary messages and packet forwarding to learn about node locations and in order
to further decrease the overhead. In order to reduce the packet size, GRSS uses Bloom filters [11, 12]. To the best of our knowledge, the best known and mostly evaluated example
of hierarchical quorum-based location service is GLS [36].

3 Data Location Services
3.1 Geographic Data Location Services
Geographical Quorum-based Data Location Services The Geography-based Content Location Protocol (GCLP) [54], as well as [9] and [42] use similar approaches to
column-row quorum-based protocols. In particular, [9] proposes propagating the content
and resource advertisements and queries in cross-shaped trajectories, thus guaranteeing
two intersections. Queries are answered by nodes at the intersection of the advertising
and query trajectories. GCLP (Figure 5) uses similar techniques, augmented with additional improvements: a node may pick whether to forward an advertisement message or
not based on the proximity of the content server. In case of multiple advertisements for the
same content, only the closest copy is advertised further on.

Figure 5: GCLP (figure taken from [54])

Geographical Flat Hashing-based Data Location Services An example of a flat
hashing-based data location service is Geographic Hash Table (GHT) [44], that was pro-
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posed for data-centric storage in sensor networks. GHT is a geographic hash table system
that hashes keys into geographic points, and stores the key-value pair at the sensor node
closest to the hash of the key. GHT requires nodes to know their exact geographic location
and uses the GPSR [30] routing protocol to identify and to reach a packet’s home node (the
node closest to the geographic destination). GHT uses GPSR perimeter routing to replicate the keys at nodes in the home perimeter (perimeter that encloses the destination) and
to refresh them periodically, in order to detect topology changes after failures or mobility.
Rendezvous Regions (RRs) [49] incorporated a similar approach to GHT, but uses a
rendezvous regions instead of rendezvous points. RRs is a general architecture proposed
for service location and bootstrapping in ad hoc networks, in addition to data-centric storage, configuration, and task assignment in sensor networks. In RRs, the network topology
is divided into geographical regions, where each region is responsible for a set of keys
representing the services or data of interest. Each key is mapped to a region based on a
hash-table-like mapping scheme. A few elected nodes inside each region are responsible
for maintaining the mapped information. The service or data provider stores the information in the corresponding region and the seekers retrieve it from there. Authors claim that
RR scales to large number of nodes, is highly robust and efficient to node failures, and
is also robust to nodes mobility and location inaccuracy with a significant advantage over
point-based rendezvous mechanisms.

3.2 Non Geographic Service Discovery protocols
Centralized Service Discovery

Traditional solutions for service discovery, such as
Jini [8], UDDI [3], Salutation [5] and Salutation Lite [43], rely on a central directory
that stores information about services available in the network in order to enable service
discovery and invocations. The discovery of the directory by service seekers and providers
is usually based on multicasting. A survey and comparison of central directory based
solutions (as well as some flooding based solutions) was presented in [34].

Flooding-based and DNS-based Service Discovery Examples of flooding based
decentralized resource discovery protocols, in which service providers and clients discover
each others directly by broadcasting service queries or service advertisements, are SLP [24]
and UPnP [4].
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP), supported by Microsoft, works primarily at lower
layer network protocols suite (i.e. TCP/IP). UPnP uses the Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) for discovery of services on Internet Protocol based networks. When a service joins a network, it sends out an advertisement message, notifying the world about its
presence. The advertisement message contains a Universal Resource Locator (URL) that
identifies the advertising service and a URL to a file that provides a description of the advertising service. When a service client wants to discover a service, it can either contact
the service directly through the URL that is provided in the service advertisement, or it can
send out a multicast query request.
Apple’s Bonjour [1], formerly called Rendezvous, extends the DNS-Based Service
Discovery [2], and serves as a general method to discover services in a local area network.
It is currently used by Mac OS X to find printers and file sharing servers, as well as by
additional Mac OS X applications, such as iTunes to find shared music, iPhoto to find
shared photos, iChat to find other local iChat users, TiVo Desktop to find digital video
recorders, SubEthaEdit to find document collaborators and Safari web browser to find local
web servers and configuration pages for local devices.
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Konark [27] couples the service discovery protocol with network-layer multicast dedicated to MANET. The scalability and efficiency issues of the discovery protocol are not targeted in this work. Nom [20] uses Gnutella like controlled flooding technique for resource
location and discovery in MANET. Examples of additional resource discovery protocols
are [39] and [46].

3.3 Service Discovery in Hybrid Networks
In order to increase the scalability and availability of the discovery protocol in hybrid
networks, solutions presented in [14, 18] employ a distributed set of directories, which
are deployed over base stations (or gateways) and are responsible for a spatial region (e.g.,
corresponding to a cell). [18] assist geographical knowledge to distribute the advertisement
and query workload to multiple directories and for routing.

Scalable Filters-based Service Discovery GSD [15] is a group-based service discovery protocol that performs flooding based local discovery of available services. To
achieve global discovery, GSD classifies services into several groups, according to a service hierarchy expressed in DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML), and includes in
each advertisement that is broadcasted the list of groups that the sender has seen in its
vicinity. The group information is then used to selectively forward a service request to
other nodes. This solution requires the group information to be exchanged and included in
each advertisement. The flooding overhead is reduced by the usage of the semantic features
present in DAML, efficient service grouping and selective forwarding of the messages.

Figure 6: Hierarchical Structure of the Scalable Service Discovery protocol (figure taken
from [48])
A Scalable Service Discovery protocol was introduced in [48]. It uses 2 level hierarchical structure overlay based solution (Figure 6). A virtual network backbone is composed
of gateway nodes and a subset of MANET nodes acting as directories, responsible for performing service discovery. These directories are deployed so that at least one directory is
reachable in at most a fixed number of hops, H, whose value is dependent upon the nodes
density. Directories cache the descriptions of services available in their vicinity which is
defined by H. A service seeker simply sends a query to the directory for local service
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discovery. If the description of the requested service is not cached by the local directory,
the directory selectively forwards the query to other directories so as to perform global
discovery. Selection of directories to which service queries are forwarded is based on the
exchange of profiles among directories. The directory profile provides a compact summary of the directory’s content and a characterization of the host capacity. The exchange
of profiles among the directories is performed proactively, while the size of the profiles
is effectively reduced by the usage of bloom filters. Directory profiles allow both guaranteeing that service queries are issued to directories that are likely to cache the description
of the requested service and to keep the generated traffic to a minimum. The algorithm is
further augmented to enable discovery of services over a hybrid network.

3.4 Bloom filters
Bloom filters [11] is a general technique to reduce memory consumption and processing
time of the location service algorithms. Bloom filters are mainly used in algorithms for
sensor networks, due to limited resource capacity on the devices in such networks. In
addition, bloom filters are used in service/resource discovery algorithms (e.g., [48]) and
event publish-subscribe systems, since in those systems data representation (such as service
or event description) is very rich and extensive and therefore summarizing techniques, such
as bloom filters, could serve as a powerful tool to reduce service location’s overhead. A
survey on usage of bloom filters for network applications is presented in [12].

4 Location Services in Wired P2P Networks
Location services in wired networks are primarily based on rather centralized solutions
(such as Jini [8] and UDDI [3]) or on DNS based solutions (DNS-Based Service Discovery [2]).
In recent years, a substantial amount of research has been devoted to object and content location in large scale P2P (peer-to-peer) networks. In particular, recent works on
Decentralized Object Location and Routing (DOLR) systems (CAN [45] , Pastry [47],
Chord [50], and Tapestry [58]) combine location and routing in an overlay network layer,
promising several important desirable properties such as decentralized operation, scalability, fault-tolerance, and load balancing.
DOLRs usually use a DHT (distributed hash table) abstraction to map object names to
network nodes and maintain an overlay based routing scheme in order to route messages
to the mapped keys or unique identifiers associated with those objects names. DOLRs
use novel search algorithms based on coordinate or high-dimensionality routing to yield
routing table storage and a number of hops between nodes that are logarithmic to the size
of the total network, while guaranteeing consistent operation.
This basic DHT and routing scheme is often augmented with additional techniques,
such as replication and caching to further increase scalability and data availability. An important factor in measuring and comparing the efficiency of such DHT based solutions is
its “locality awareness”. Locality awareness is informally defined as the ability to exploit
local resources over remote ones whenever possible. “Local” and “remote” are defined
here in the context of heterogeneous network links with varying latency, bandwidth, and
distance between the source (requesting) and destination nodes. Intuitively, locality awareness is also the property that enables a system to limit the impact of local operations on
wide-area performance, both during regular operation and under fault conditions.
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An attempt to provide strong consistency semantics and persistency over P2P networks
was undertaken in the OceanStore [33] project. An alternative generic approach to managing routing tables for P2P routing overlay networks, based on probabilistic gossiping, is
presented in [55].
Note that despite an attempt to provide “locality awareness” in P2P networks, these
service discovery solutions are not suitable for mobile wireless ad hoc networks. First,
they are designed for static IP networks, which provide full network connectivity between
any two nodes, and exploit an existing routing infrastructure of these networks. In addition
they do not consider mobile networks limitations, such as limited memory capabilities,
their dynamic nature and the lack of routing infrastructure.
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